Stelios Spanoudakis
General manager
Avln lnternalional Corporation
The larger end of the AVIn fleet
older and will be replaced
aver t1me but Ste11os Spanoodakls expects that there w1fl no
more newbuildings untJI at least
three or four of the new vessels
JOin the fleet
IS

fragmented and Eletson is estimated
to command only about 2 per cent of
the world trade. It claims, however,
that ils fleet renewal programme will
leave it w1th 25 per cent of the world
double hulled product tanker fleet
Yannis Stavropoulos:
Technical director
Avin International Corporation

"[Our new vessels] would
be very expensive If they
were built m Japan. "

Eletson operates spot market charters but its reputation is such that its
vessels sail in ballast only 15 per cent
of the time. The company claims that
its vessels commanded $13,000 a

day in 1992 compared to an industry
average ranging from $7,500 o
$10,500 a day.
Nevertheless, the newbuild~ng programme has left Eletson with a mountain of debt which in late 1993 it refinanced through a novel bond sale
The company issued a 10-year bullet
bond w1th a f1xed rate coupon at 9.25
per cent That's roughly Libor plus 2,5
per cent, some 25% more than what
the company might have expected to
pay for traditional bank financing. But
postponing repayment for a decade,
leaves the company with s1gnif1cant
operating cap1tal with which it can
streamline activities and maximise
profits
The Vardinoyannis oil group, is embarked on a $270 mn newbuilding
programme of nine 45,000 dwt vessels which will be added to the fleet
of tankers managed by Avin International Corporation. They are being
built at Nicolayev in the Ukraine in a
yard which used to build helicopter
carriers for the Soviet navy.
The deal was originally put together by Norwegian interests but, when it
ran into financial difficulties, Vardinoyannis group was approached to
take it over at what general manager
Stelios Spanoudakis describes as "a
cheap pnce". The first vessel is due

in January 1995 and deliveries will
proceed at a rate of three per year.
"These are h1ghly sophisticated
ships designed for the 21st century,"
says Yannis Stavropoulos , the
company's technical director. They
have a new bndge design allowing
one-man operation, hydraulic fittings
on all deck gear, smooth wall tanks,
and tank coatings of a standard
which would allow the vessels to be
classified as chem1cal tankers. "They
would be very expensive vessels if
they were built in Japan."
The company operates a fleet of 45
vessels the majority of which are early
1970s vintage. The last time it built
new vessels was in 1985. The larger
end of the fleet is older and will be replaced over time but Spanoudakis expects that there will no more newbuildings until at least three or four of
the new vessels join the fleet
About 50 per cent of Avin's liftings
are 1ts own cargoes and the balance
are for third parties. Rates are very
poor at the moment which makes
prolongation of the life of older vessels more attraclive. The company
continues to trade to the US but
avoids calling in states which have
unlimited liabilities regarding oil pollution. "OPA 90 makes us very nervous." says Spanoudakis.

CHEMICAL TANKERS
reek interests do not have a
large presence in the chemicals sector, though George P.
Livanos' Ceres group has been involved during the 1990s in the Seachem Tankers pool together with Nedlloyd Bulk and Fearnley & Eger. Ceres
contributes 16 vessels to the 22 vessel
pool
It has seven 46,000 dwt product/chemical carriers which were newbuilt in 1987, six 31 ,000 dwt product/chemical tankers which it bought
from Canadian Pacific in 1989 plus
other assorted vessels. The Canadian
Pacific deal brought with 11 a number
of contractual commitments which
have been transferred to the Seachem

G
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Pool.
According to Greek Shipping a recent study by the Centre for International Econom1cs and Shipping of the
Norwegian School of Economics and
Business Adm1n1stration, the tankers
are "fairly simple" and have limited
stainless steel capacity for highly corrosive cargoes. As a consequence
they do not compete directly with the
three Scandinavian firms who dominate the chemicals transport bus1ness
and who operate vessels which can
carry many products at the same t1me.
"It appears that Ceres has had to
spend a lot of t1me, energy and money
on learning efficient cargo handling in
the chemicals shipping and on updat-

ing the second-hand vessels purchased," the report says "Ceres is
not likely to move 1nto newbuildings for
the time being."
One company which has, however,
is Blue Rag Navigation, a relative newcomer to the industry, but one which
industry sources have targeted as a
potential high flyer.
Blue Flag started in 1980 and today
has a fleet of two bulk carriers (down
from 14), eight product tankers and
seven chemical tankers. It has purchased Salamis Shipyards and remodelled its workshops to specialise in
chemical tanker fittings, Including
stainless steel pipe and tank work.
The company has embarked on a

Nicholas G. Koros:
Managing director, Blue Flag
"Double hull IS safer than a s1ngle
hull because there are many Instances that you w1/l avo1d or
substant~ally reduce spillage that
would be unavoidable With a SJngte huH But a double hull can be
a gas trap and 9ef1efal/y the design has def1c1enc1es It can
make the riSk to the enwonrnetlt
smaller but d can ·r ehmmte 11 •

$298 mn newbuilding programme
wh1ch includes two 29,000 dwt Icestrengthened bulk earners ($38 mn).
two 42,000 dwt product tankers ($60
mn). two 16,000 dwt chemical parcel
tankers ($80 mn) and 26,000 dwt
chemical parcel tankers ($120 mn).
The 16,000 tanners each have 35
tanks and the 26,000 tanners 40
tanks, each completely self contained
and capable of carrymg separate cargoes. The sophisticated, design with
individual pumping and piping for
each stainless steel tank, w111 be ca-

•.

pable of carry1ng everything from petroleum to phosphoric and sulphuric
acids.
The hulls were semi-finished in
three Romanian yards when they
were acqu1red. The work has been
done to designs developed jointly by
Blue Flag UK and English interests
The vessels are being built under Oet
Norske Veritas classification and
there is a team of 30 Greeks and Norwegians working on the project in
Athens and another 30 in Romania.
"We consider them to be Salamis
Yard vessels with the Romanian
yards work1ng as subcontractors,"
says Blue Flag manag1ng director
Nicholas G. Koros.
The two 16,000 tanners are expected to be delivered this year. They are
committed to a ten year charter plus
options with Oldfjell Tankers of Norway The 26.000 tanners are wh1ch
are to be delivered late 1n 1995 and
early in 1996 are comm1tted to 10-

year charters to Stolt-Nielsen, the
world's largest chemical carrier.
The 42,000 ton product tankers will
be time chartered to the Belg1an firm
of Transpetrol in conjunction w1th the
Norweg1an company Bnor. Transpetrol will do the chartering and Blue
Flag the operating With a view to profit shanng.
All the tankers are double hulled, a
design w1th which Koros, a naval architect. is not ent1rely happy. But he realises he has to work within the present
regulatory environment.
"It's safer than a single hull because
there are many 1nstances that you will
avoid or substantially reduce spillage
that would be unavoidable with a single
hull.
"But a double hull can be a gas trap
and generally the design has deficiencies.
"The double hull is a pragmatic design, it can make the risk to the environment smaller but it can't eliminate it··

I NTER NATIONAL I NSU RANCE BROKERS

BAIN CLARKSON (HELLAS) LIMITED
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BULK CARRIERS
here was a rapid acquisition of
second-hand bulk carriers to replace Liberty sh1ps during the
late 1960s and early 1970s. The Piraeus Greeks invested in combination carriers (oil-bulk-ore- OBOs- and oilore-0/0s) while the London and New
York Greeks invested in larger ships for
the long haul iron and coal trades.
As other shipowners moved towards
dedicated tonnage, Greek buyers
picked up the general traders,using the
vessels for dry cargoes ordinanly but
participating in specialised trades such
as automobiles, during peak penods.
Many Greek bulk carriers have been
modified so that they can take containers when required.
The ore and bulk fleet consists of
1,198 vessels of 47.8 mn dwt. Three
quarters of them are over 15 years old
and nearly 40 per cent of them over 20
years old. There are only 14 new buildings reported to be on order. The combination carrier fleet totals 75 vessels of

T

9.2 mn dwt. It, too, is rapidly aging with
88 per cent over 15 years of age and
64 per cent over 20. The combined
carriers are very difficult to maintain as
they get older and many operators will
not handle them. But as the authors of
Greek Shipping have pointed out
Greeks have "extensive experience
with old demanding ladies" and this
gives them a competitive advantage
Two and a half years ago Russian
grain and far eastern coal and ore
trades looked promising and there was
a substantial amount of newbuildings
ordered of Panamaxes (55,000 75,000). But these markets have contracted sharply and owners tak1ng delivery of these vessels now are facing
heavy losses.
According to George Gratsos, president of Standard Bulk Transport Corporation, a Panamax newbuilding will
cost around $30 mn. With 10-year
straight line depreciation ($8,200 a
day), interest ($4,250 a day) and oper-

at1ng expenses of $4,500. the owner
will be looking for returns of at least
$16,950 a day just to break even
Clarkson report that average Panamax earnings on all grain and coal
trades rose from $7,342 per day in
1992 to $9,045 last year but fell in the
early weeks of this year to $7,227, below the 1992 level There was a similar
prof1le for Capesize (100,000 170,000) vessel fees which rose from
$8,829 1n 1992 to $11 ,529 in 1993 only
to fall to $8,651 in the early weeks of
1994.
"In the current market." says Stamos
P. Fafalios. "the difference between
mak1ng money and losing money is
operating a second hand ship. You
used to be able to break even trading a
new ship but today you can't meet the
financing charges. You can lay up a
ship and cut the running expenses but
you still have the investment to pay
off."

CONTAINER SHIPS
ompared to other sectors,
Greek operators do only limited container business. although th1s is increasing In 1993.
Greece was thirteenth in the world
with 235 vessels capable of carrying
103,183 TEUs. according to the specialist publication Containerisation
lntemational This represented a 16.4
per cent increase over 1992 but was
still well down on the leaders in the
field such as Germany with capacity
of over half a million TEUs. (Containers come in 20, 30 and 40 foot
lengths but are measures in 20 foot
equivalent units or TEUs.)
Greek operators own less lhan 1
per cent of the world's pure container
vessels. The reason for this 1s the
tramping tradition. Greek shipowners
have tended to take their vessels to
where the cargoes are located. The

•.
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Compared
to other sectors,
G11!ek operators
do only limited
contaiMr business

although this is
increasing
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large liner trades work on the opposite premise. Cargoes are brought to
container terminals where large vessels, plying dedicated routes. w1ll carry up to 4.400 containers. to another
terminal. From there the containers
are ejther transshipped via smaller
feeder vessels or taken into the hinterland via road or ra11connections.
Piraeus was estimated to have
handled 500,000 TEUs in 1992. But
of that only around a quarter was
transshipment traffic. In other western
Mediterranean ports such as Marsaxlokk in Malta and Algeciras 10 Spain
the transhipment trade rises up to 90
percent.
The large liner vessels are usually
newbuildings with powerful engines
capable of 22 knots and large generators to support refngerated contamers. Crews must be of the highest

calibre to maintain the gear and to
ensure the vessel is trouble free in order to stick to its timetable.
After the collapse of Hellenic Unes
there has been no maJOr Greek line,
operator in the market However there
are several container vessels owned
by Greek interests which are chartered out to the major line operators.
The largest operator is Costamare
which currently has a fleet of 23 ves-

Fanis Constantakopoulos:
Managing director, Costamare

Capt Fams Constantakopoulos
says that worfdw1de, few container vessels have been
scrapped because of the h1gh
standards to which they are
mamtamed

sels with a total capacity of 32,000
TEUs. Thetr size is modest ranging
from around 1,000 TEUs to 2,600
TEUs. They are all trme chartered to
majors such as Maersk, Zim NYK,

Hapag Lloyd and Nedlloyd for periods up to four years.
'We got into it because, though it
was more complicated, it pays better," says managing director Capt.
Fanis Constantakopoulos.
The vessels are up to 24 years old
and none are under 16 but world
wide few container vessels have been
scrapped according to Constantakopoulos because of the hrgh standards to which they are maintained.
The company is considering newbuildings but is not contemplating
starling its own line.
The other major player is Sarlis
Container Services which has established itself as a leading Mediterranean short sea contarner carrier. It began in 1981 with just three vessels of
200 TEU capacity and has grown to a
fleet of 12 with capacity of 3,300
TEUs. In total during 1993, the company moved 81,770 TEUs.The company operates pendulum liner services through the western and eastern
Medrterranean using Piraeus as a
hub port. This saves on transship-

ment. Routes in the west cover ports
in Sparn and France and rn the east
ports in Greece, Turkey, Syria, Lebanon, Egypt and Cyprus.
The majority of Sarlis' work is genuine short sea intra-Mediterranean
-· cargo which is frequently carried by
ro-ro operators. Two of its vessels,
however, are pure feeders covering
the transhipment requirements of major lines unloading in Damietta in
Egypt for Piraeus, Thessaloniki, Istanbul and lzmir.
Until a year ago, most container
traffic between Greece and Italy was
handled by road and ro-ro femes.
This was because gasoil was very
cheap in Greece and drivers would
install large tanks which would allow
them to travel Athens to Milan and
back without refuelling. Since fuel
prices have gone up there has been
a swrtch to containers. But Michael
Sarlis believes that both trades will
continue with road traffrc taking high
volume low weight goods and sea
containers the heavier goods.

REEFERS
he world reefer fleet consists of
around 1,200 vessels of which
some 10 per cent are Greek
owned. The major players are Lavinia
Corp, owned by the Laskaridis family,
International Reefer Services, owned
by Costas Comninos and Enterprises
Shipping and Trading owned by Dimitrios Restis

T

Greeks own lOo/c
of the world reefer fleet
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The vessels, which carry perishables such as fruit, meat, fish, poultry
and darry products tend to be smaller
than other vessels. Their capacity is
measured in cubic feet of hold space.
A small vessel of 120,000 cubic feet
would be around 3,000 dwt while a
large vessel of 600,000 cubic feet
would be only about 14,000 dwt. But

that would take 5,000 tons of bananas,
e.g., enough to keep a big city going
for several days.
Because the cargoes are perishable
the margin of error is limited. "If there
is even slight discolouration, you have
to throw the cargo away," says Elias
Galanopoulos, technical director of Lavinra.
The ship's crew in terms of number
is no different from any other vessel of
a comparable size (16 - 24) save for
the addition of one refrigeration engineer. The difference is that the crew
must be prepared, when loading fish
cargoes at sea, to do its own stevedoring. Greek crews will not do this,
and Lavinia which carries significant
volumes of frsh, particularly Falkland
Islands' squid, employs a mixture of
Korean and Ukranian crews.
Reefers are capital intensive and
because of their high newbuilding
price there is strong pressure to buy

Elias Galanopoulos:
Technical director, Lavinia Corp
Elias Galanopoulos of Lavmta,
says that second hand vessels
are almost always more profitable "Newbuildmg is never a
YerY good deal.•

second hand and upgrade. But because of the limited margin for error it
is essential that such work be done to
the highest standards. Restis, e. g.,
bought four 540,000 cubic feet reefers from Norwegian interests at the
end of 1991 and converted them in
Greek yards so as to be able to take

pallets which are more congenial for
the fruit trades.
Second hand vessels are almost
always more profitable according to
Galanopoulos of Lavinia. "Newbuilding is never a very good deal." Nonetheless, the company has seized
upon events in the former Soviet Union to embark on a $240 mn newbuilding programme in the '61 Kommunars Shipyard at Nikolayev in the
Ukraine.
. The yard used to build vessels for
the Soviet Navy but. for the past two
years and until 1997, it will be
exclusively engaged in building a total of 17 new vessels for Lavinia. The
company has taken delivery of four
standard 255,000 cubic feet reefers

and two of nine palletised fruit carriers of 270,000 cubic feet. A further
four 500,000 cubic feet vessels with
high container capacity, including
234 TEUs on deck and a service
speed of 21 knots, wtll be delivered
later in the series.
Lavinia reckons that the prices are
reasonably below what's on offer in
Japan or Korea for work of comparable quality. It is a window of opportunity which could soon close as the
former Soviet yards establish themselves in the marketplace.
"A large part of the fleet needs to
be renewed. We thought we should
do it now while the prices were low,"
says Galanopoulos.

FERRIES
here is fierce competition to establish a "sea-bridge" between
Greece and Italy to get round
the problems with traditional road

T

Pericles Panagopoulos:
Ch1lrm1n, Attlc1 fnterprlses

"This will be the first ttme that a
company has ordered to
size and to the requirements of
the trade.•

Gfee/(

Attica Enterprises:
Design for new ferries
under construction
in GermOily
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routes through the former Yugoslavia.
Attica Enterprises, through its subsidiary Attica Shipping (Attiki Naftiliala}
has placed firm orders totalling $150
mn with Seebeckwerft of Bremerhaven
for two new 23,000 grt ferries. They
will have operating speeds of 26 knots
and capacity for 1,500 passengers,
130 cars and 120 trucks. The vessels
are supposed to be able to do the
Patras-Brindisi crossing in 20 hours
and will operate a continuous shuttle.
There will be concentration on truck
traffic including advance computer
bookings.

"This will be the first time that a
Greek company has ordered to size
and to the requirements of the trade,"
says chairman Pericles Panagopoulos.
Attica has options on two more vessels and is looking at alternative routes
to Bari, Ancona and Trieste, either
from Patras or lgoumenitsa. The recent Swiss decision to require that
trucks to piggy-back by rail through
the Alps could place limitations on the
route and Panagopoulos is also considering the possibility of a route Patras to Toulon in France, a 34 hour
crossing.
Strintzis Unes has recently acquired
the 1992-built Italian ferry Via Ligure
and is to rename it Ionian Star II. She
is 12,500 grt and has a top speed of
19 knots. Capacity is 850 passengers
and 120 trucks or, alternatively, 900
private cars. The vessel is undergoing
an extensive refit at Perama to upgrade passenger facilities with cabins,
a cinema and restaurants. Under the
deal, Strintzis leases the vessel until
September 1996 when it acquires it
outright.

Depressed marketplace
he large deadweight numbers
T
assoctated with tankers gtve thetr
owners a higher profile when "rankings" are being done. But the backbone of shipping is the dry bulk
trades carried by operators handling
fleets of 5 - 20 ships in a range of
15,000 - 150,000 dwt.
They do not specialise in cargoes
but carry them interchangeably. Historically they have broken down 25
per cent grain, 30 per cent iron, 35
per cent coal and 10 per cent other
bulk cargoes such as phosphates
and alumina. This has changed latterly w1th the world recesston and the
slowdown in movements of iron and
coal for steel and power.
The traditional market was the Baltic Exchange 1n London where Shipowners representatives would meet
cargo interests and deals would be
done face to face. Increasingly, however, the market is com1ng to be
domtnated by intermediaries. The Exchange still accounts for about half
the fixtures made but there are new
markets growing tn P1raeus, Hamburg, Tokyo and New York and there
is an increasing amount of bilateral
business between brokers. Trades

"The cargo owners must bear
some responsibility for where
they put the1r cargo But the
market 1s not askmg quest1ons
about the calibre of the vessels
It is con/mU/ng to pay as little as
rtcan •

Constantine Caroussis:
Director, Chios Nav1gation

"There are too many operators
who are parasrtes. Ships find
when they eventually come to
carry a cargo that they have a
long chain of reference back "
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may be done by the ton whtch is
common. e.g .. tn the grain trade. A
seller will cite a cargo, po1nt of pick
up and proposed date and place of
delivery and call for bids from brokers
representing bulk carriers. Once a
ftxture is agreed 11 has btnding legal
force and the cargo may be well on
tis way before the paper work for the
arrangement is completed
Other cargoes. particularly in the
wet trades. are done on charter.
these may be spot per voyage or
fixed over a period of t1me. The arrangement is rather like renting a furnished flat. The owner "g1ves" the
company the ship for a fixed period
and a fixed rate but is responsible for
all the other costs including fuel,
lubes and bunkers. crew wages. insurance, vtctualling and repairs.
Long fixed-rate time charters used
to be common. particularly in the
tanker trade, but these have increasingly been abandoned because of
the high fluctuations in the variable inputs. Rates today have been ranging
between $6.800- $10.750 depending
upon the cargo. the vessel and duralton of contract
The time charterer is effectively arbitraging between the cargo and vessel owners and taktng a percentage.
They are known as operators and
may book cargoes before go1ng 1nto
the market to look for a ship to carry
them.
There are mixed views about this.
One camp says it allows a cargo
owner to do what he is good at For
example a mining company sells its
cargo f.o.b. and allows a specialist to
do the freighting
Another camp, however, says that
it is lead1ng to speculative dealing
with operators sweeping up cargoes
and tradtng them on to other operators adding extra expense to the
shipping cost.
"There are too many operators who
are parasites," says Constantine Caroussis, director of Chios Navigation.
"Shtps ftnd when they eventually
come to carry a cargo that they have

a long chain of reference back.
"So long as operators provide a
service, that is fine. But, as in financtal markets, speculatton tends to exaggerate price movements. It is not
posstble to hedge in shtpping the way
1t is tn financial markets.
"If you have real, rather than speculative cargoes, you have more orderly development of the market."
In a bareboat charter, the owner
rents or leases h1s vessel and the
contractor is responsible for crewtng,
fuels and provisions. Greek owners,
who tend to identify more closely with
their vessels than owners of other nationalities, are not so parttal to bareboating. Such a contract frequently
involves ship management compantes acting on behalf of pnncipals.
Oil trades are done according to
WorldScale, an Industry agreed formula. Worldscale 100 assumes a
75,000 dwt vessel, sailing at a certatn
speed, with a certain fuel consumption, with specified running costs,
time 1n port and a margin for profit.
There is an annual WorldScale dtrectory which uses this standard to calculate indicative rates for voyages
from any one port to another (or in
some cases a cluster of ports 1n a
given region). When fix1ng a contract.
an oil cargo mterest will bid against
the WorldScale rate.
Recent fixtures ex the Gulf to the
US have been as low as WS28,
around $3,500 a day for a 250,000
dwt vessel which needs nearly double
that fee just to break even "The cargo owners must bear some responsibility for where they put their cargo,'
says Michael Peraticos, president of
the London based Pegasus Ocean
Services Ud.
"But the market is not asking questions about the calibre of the vessels.
It ts continuing to pay as little as it can."

Financing: cash rich but cautious
1storically, Greek shipowners

H have had a reputation for buying

older vessels at knock down prices
and working them out, either until
they are sold on to third world countries or sent for scrap That profile is
changing and gradually they are buyPeter Van Schie:
VIce President, Greece,
Bank of Nova Scotia
·:~;;~-ei<·'i;;;;e~s·i~~Ci·i;;·Ee··~-e;y
sage, very conservalive, very
nsk averse But if they see a
deal, they want to do it. Somelimes they 'II even pay cash and
f1nance i/ afterwards Their buSIness acumen iS very good and
the banks are lmmg up to lend
to the big guys.·

ing younger vessels and investing 1n
newbuildings.
There is, however, still a preference
for second hand vessels. It is generally considered more cost effective.
"When you buy a newbuild1ng,
Marianna Moschou:
General manager
Citibank Shipping Bank
'When you buy a newbulldmg
rarely, 1f ever. can you amoflise
her by her own cash flow. For a
newbUJidmg. you need a large
fleet or large eqwty •

rarely, if ever, can you amortise her
by her own cash flow," says Marianna
Moschou, general manager of Citibank Shipping Bank SA. "For a newbuilding, you need a large fleet or
large equity."
Dimitris Anagnostopoulos:
Shipping manager, ABN-AMRO

There was a rush of ~1119
in the eafy t980s "Japan
was like a supermarket An owner
would put cirJNn 10 per cent and
CX'derS

get !XJ per cen1 finanang A kJt of
people burned /helf fmgers banks. yards and OMJeiS

Shipowners tend to keep large balances 1n cash or highly liqu1d instruments such as term depos1ts. certificates of deposit, mutual funds or
stocks and bonds. Returns are lower
than from longer term investments
but the practice gives Greek shipowners far greater flexibility than their
counterparts and the profits to be
turned on well-timed purchases and
sales can far outstrip those to be
earned on financ1al markets.
"If there 1s a bargain in the market
today, Greeks will buy it tonight,"
says Peter Tudball, chairman of the
Baltic Exchange, through which sale
and purchase. as well as cargo,
agreements are f1xed.
"Greek buyers tend to be very
sage, very conservative, very nsk
averse," says Peter Van Schie, vice
president Greece for the Bank of
Nova Scotia "But if they see a deal.
they want to do it. Sometimes they'll
even pay cash and finance it afterwards. Their business acumen is very
good and the banks are lining up to
lend to the big guys."
Some customers currently in the
newbu1lding market are pre-paying
for their vessels w1th cash. This is particularly the case in some of the former east European yards and Korea
where financing is difficult. By prepaying the owner effectively finances
the yard and can command a hefty
discount. Construction standards in
the yards are high prov1ded they are
closely monitored and owners can
purchase top quality vessels at
knockdown prices.
There was a rush of newbu1lding
orders in the early 1980s. "Japan was
like a supermarket," says Dimitris
Anagnostopoulos shipp1ng manager
of ABN-AMRO. "An owner would put
down 10 per cent and get 90 per cent
financing . A lot of people burned
their f1ngers banks, yards and owners."
Today he says there is a more prudent approach. Banks like his have
much stricter limits on lend1ng and,
even then, they try to concentrate on

"names" who have a proven track
record and a history of buoyancy,
even 10 bad markets. Increasingly
there is emphasis on the quality of
management and shipping operations.
Rates for ship loans tend to be in
the range of libor (the annual rate is
currently around 6 per cent) plus 1 1 5 per cent for prime customers.
Banks say they have no hard and
fast rules on lending. It all depends
upon the owner, his track record, the
vessel and the state of the market at
the time But as a broad rule of the
thumb a first class owner might expect to invest 40 per cent of the cost
of a reasonably good ship and to borrow the balance
Hundred per cent financmg 1s possible but it would always involve other
ships as collateral. It might represent
only 20 per cent of the financing on
an entire fleet, says Rex Harrington,
director of shipp1ng finance for the
Royal Bank of Scotland. In any event.
banks always have a security covenant in their loan agreements relating
to a company's gearing. "If it gets
out of line, then we will need other
cash securities.
"Banks are increasingly forming
"clubs" or syndicates to finance ship
loans. "Some banks feel overextended on shipping. But that is not the
only reason," says Marianna Maschou. "Prices are gett1ng higher. The
deals are getting bigger. The owners
want to know about other banks but
not to have to be bothered with all the
preliminaries. It's a combination of
needs and benefits."
It is increasingly hard for small operators to get a look 1n though some
banks spec1alise in start-up finance
and there are always mezzan1ne financiers who are will take on the
more speculative ventures. "We
don't like one ship owners." says Rex
Harrington. "Indeed we don't like first
ships in general."
Marianna Moschou believes the
time is right for new forms of financing She was responsible for the reINDUSTRIAL REVIEW
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Rex Harrington:

Director of shipping finance
Royal Bank of Scotland

·rne

success of Greek shtpptng
ts butlt on factors that are not tnsltfuii()(Ja/tsed. •

cent Eletson bond deal.
"In theory, the technique could be
used by other shipowners," she says.
"But in practice most are not organ-

ised to appeal to US investors. They
do not have a corporate structure or
consolidated financial statements.
"Many do not desire to meet disclosure requirements through consolidation of the results in their offshore
companies."
Harrington does not th1nk market financmg 1s going to take off. "The industry is highly cyclical but the banks
believe they can manage the risk
through their knowledge of the customer. If you see the market going
down, you can do certain exercises
on their position. Bonds not only are

more expensive but they don't have
this flexibility.
"The disclosure problem will inhibit
growth of the use of stock markets.
They would have to drvulge information they don't want to divulge." Owners would also have to consult their
board of directors which means that
they might not be able to move quickly enough to strike a deal.
"The success of Greek shipping is
built on factors that are not institutionalised." says Harrington

Shipping flotations?
number of companies have conA
sidered using the Athens Stock
Exchange as a vehicle to raise capital.
Attica Enterprises which is already listed wants to become a holdtng company for its two new ferries it plans to run

-

A number of compo.haue considered
using the Athens
Stock Exchange as a
uehicle to raise capital
n~s
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on Ionian routes. Strintzis Lines wants
to bnng its entire fleet onto the exchange in order to raise finance for
new acquisitions and operating capital.
Several other ferry operators have declared their intention to apply.

Cosmos, the textile subsidiary of
Globe Group, been given approval for
a capital increase, part of which is to
go on the acquisition of a textile company and part of which is to purchase
a ship for its subsidiary Globe Trade
and Transport Inc. to carry the
company's products. Nicolas A. Vemicos says that it is the shareholders intention to take Vernicos Yachts public
with a view to using it as a holding
company for other shipping activities.
Attica used to be Attica Flour Mills. It
was purchased by the Vernicos Bros.,
Nicolas A. and George, who brought
into the company their holdings inVernicos Yachts and the Hellenic Register
of Shipping plus other interests. Pencles Panagopoulos, cash rich a~er his
sale of Royal Cruise Lines in 1989, was
brought into the company through an
association with Vernicos Yachts.
Attica has since divested itself of
most of its land based investments in
order to concentrate on become a
holding company for shipping enterprises. It bought a 17 per cent holding
in Strintzis lines and resold it to the
family owners for Dr3.5 bn, a~er using
the holding to learn about the ferry
business. It has created two one-shtp
companies to own its new ferries.
These are held by its subsidiary, Attica
Shipping.
In March, Attica Enterprises sold
back to the Vernicos Brothers, Vernicos Yachts and a controlling minority
interest in the Hellenic Register of

Theodore Petropoulos:
Managing director
Petrolin EPE

The hold1ng company would be
taxed 1f the profits were diStributed but not 11 they were held for
re1nvestment. even 1f 1t was remvestment offshore. •

-

Shipping. Panagopoulos, through hts
ship management company Magna
Marine now owns more than 75 per
cent of Attica Enterprises and. while
the Vern1cos brothers maintain a
share, they do not participate in the
management.
The ferry deal has been financed
$120 mn through bank financing and
$30 mn through private investment of
which Attica Enterprises put up $20
mn. Attica wants another rights 1ssue
to allow 11 to take up the other $10 mn
but there is confusion on the Exchange about whether this is permissible following a ruling by the Council
that companies should only have one
nghts issue a year.
The ferry operator Strintz1s Lines
has been given permission to JOin the
market in order to ra1se capital for
fleet expansion. It held its ex1SI1ng
e1ght vessels through Law 959fi9 NE
companies. But. since the Presidential Decree allowing such companies
to come to market has not been
promulgated, it was adv1sed it would
have to transfer 1ts assets to a company incorporated under the legisla-

tion governing public limited companies, anonymos etaireia, Law2190/20.
It did this but was then advised that it
d1d not have the necessary five year
operating accounts to qualify The
Capital Markets Committee has powers exceptionally to override this rule
and the Stock Exchange, noting that
the company had posted accounts
regularly as a Law 959/79 company,
argued that these should be taken
into consideration in order to allow
the company to comply w1th the five
year rule In the end those arguing for
a special exemption prevailed.
Part of the problem has been that
other ferry operators also wish to join
the Exchange but they are cooperative ventures with limited total
shareholdings and limits on the
amount that can be held by any one
investor. This also runs contrary to
Stock Exchange rules which say that
shares must be able to be freely traded An amendment to the law was
being drafted at the time of writing.
The issue of shipping holding
companies remains to be resolved
For example, how are the tax authorities to cope with a holding company
whose only assets might be offshore
companies not liable to corporation
tax?
One way according to Theodore
Petropoulos of Petrofin might be to
have the hold1ng companies listed
with selective profit distribution from
the offshore companies. "The holding company would be taxed if the
profits were distributed but not if they

were held for reinvestment, even 1f it
was reinvestment offshore."
Minister of Merchant Manne
George Katsifaras says that he favours allowing coastal shipping companies onto the exchange but says
that his recommendation is that they
should transfer all their assets to Law
2190/20 companies. They would lose
nothing by way of tax pnvileges provided they flew the Greek flag because they would contmue to be
taxed on tonnage and not on earnings.
"It's up to the companies to Judge
how restrictive the regime is. But it
must be strict to protect the investors."
Katsifaras says he has not finalised
his thinking on allow1ng deep-sea
shipping companies onto the Exchange though he does plan to put
proposals to the M1nistry of Nat1onal
Economy 1n the near future.
Moschou doesn't see deep sea
operators applying for listing because
of the1r reluctance to comply with diSclosure requirements. "If companies
had wanted to get listed. there would
have been a lot of lobbying. For the
t1me being it is going to be coastal
operators. For ocean going companies it will need time to change the
mentality.
''But 1f there is a wish from issuers
and the stock exchange to give more
diversified risk, then it can be worked
out. It would be to the benefit of the
Stock Exchange to give healthy risk
to good investors."

New ships? Later ... maybe
oun!lng public concern for the
M
enVIronment is spurring an ever
tougher international regulatory regime. Logic would suggest that the
plethora of new regulations would
mean an active programme by shipowners to modernise now.
However, market conditions mit1gate
against this for all but those with the
most handsome resources
"There is a desire to create a younger fleet but there is no scramble at the
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moment," says Stamos P. Fafalios.
"The market is lousy. It does not pay
to try and modernise your fleet
"On the dry bulk side, 1t's still
cheaper to take a good, old ship and
upgrade it, than to take a new ship
which may not have been built to such
h1gh standards in the first place. •
The same attitude prevails in the wet
trades. "To build a VLCC today would
cost $80 mn," says John A. HaJipateras. "You can buy one for pretty nearly

scrap value ($6- 14 mn). The renewal
of the fleet is not going to relate to the
new legislative regime but to market
demand."
Indeed, there are those who welcome the new regulations for the very
fact that, rather than forcing modernisation, they are going to set standards by which to judge which are the
better older vessels. "There is a misconception that an old ship IS a substandard ship," says George Gratsos.

The double hulled
"Arosa" under construction at Hitachi
Zosen 's Ariake shipyard, Japan

"It's the quality of the original construction and the intervening maintenance," says Gratsos. "The regulations will make the fleet better but not
newer. Substandard ships should be
eradicated but not by targeting age."
Nicolas A. Vernicos:
Vemicos Maritime Co, S.A.

·cargo msurers are no longer
load1ng prem1ums to chanerers
because of the age of the ves·
sels they employ because they
know the new regulatiOns w11/
slick I am happy With the new
regulatiOns because now I don I
feel the restraNJ/s of an overage
vessel"

they are, it is claimed, potentially dangerous.
"Every inspector needs an officer
with him at a time when it is critical
that they should be doing the1r proper
job of loading or unloading," says
Gratsos. "Inspectors are a total distraction. The multiplicity of inspections is bad."
Fotis Lykiardopulo, who until recently sat on the board of the UK P&l
club feels the proliferation of surveys
is probably necessary but "is not a

business like way to run thmgs".
He would like to see Improvement
in the quality of the major surveys
done by the classification societies.
He also endorses the IMO idea of a
sh1p data base.
"The only people who would not
support it would be those with something to hide. lf,as until now, you
have information scattered, you have
confusion and inaccuracy. It should
not have been necessary, if the standards maintained by shipowners, had
not been so low "
Other shipowners. however, feel
that their industry has been made a
"scapegoat" by politicians cowtowing
to the enwonmentallobby.
"Shipping accidents are very mediagenlc,' says John C. Lyras. The industry is only in the news when there
is an aCCident and the aCCidents are
qu1te spectacular.
··unfortunately shipowners are still
VJewed by most people as these guys
that go round with pretty women and
huge yachts and so we don't wm anybody any votes "
The issue, he says, should not be
gelling new laws on the books but
implementing those already there.
"The regulations that have been
coming forth readily in the past two to

I:;,

1, I I
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The increased number of inspections has meant that accidents
among older vessels are on the decline and this means that owners w1th
older vessels are not under the same
pressures they once were. Nicolas A.
Vemicos, operates nine handysized
drybulkers with an average age of 19.
"Cargo insurers are no longer loadIng premiums to charterers because
of the age of the vessels they employ
because they know the new regulations will st1ck. I am happy with the
new regulations because now I don't
feel the restrrunts of an overage vessel."
The number of Inspections continues to worry owners who see them as
causing delays but more importantly
as distracting crew from vital operations. Not only are they a nuisance,
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three years will cont1nue to do so and
ships will have to comply and cope.
"But I have told a lot of legislators
that it doesn't matter how many new
laws they, pass it is not possible to
police all the vessels of the world all
of the lime.
"You can't get any effective improvement for safety and standards
without the co-operation of the industry. Therefore I don't think it is productive to be approaching the industry in a punitive way which we feel is
very much the case at the moment."
The proponents of modernisation
for its own sake are few and far
between in Greece. But they are the

harbingers of the future."l see a ship
as a piece of machinery," says Nicholas Koros of Blue Flag. "The efficiency of the business is linked to the efficiency of the equipment.
~
"Average market prices do not encourage build1ng enthusiasm. However, the life of a ship cannot be extended forever. It's like a short lease
on a property. Extending the life of a
vessel is becoming more costly
When the fleet comes up for renewal
it will be at a rate that is going to be
difficult to be covered.
"The Situation today calls for higher
standard ships. The sooner shipowners realise this and adjust, the better

-market conditions permitting , of
course."
Says Galanopoulos of Lavinia: "The
days of the very old cash cows are
numbered. Things are going to get
tougher and tougher for older ships
and rightly so.
"But controls are not the driving
force In·renewals. Nearly all the refurbishment that is underway is being
driven by commercial decisions. The
regulations only influence those decisions. They may provide an incentive.
In marginal cases they may be the
make or break factor. But in a good
market, regulations will never make
an owner scrap his ship."

The author wishes to thank
David Glass of Naftiliaki and Nigel Lowry of Lloyd's List
for advice in the preparation of this article.

The next Issue in the 'lndultltal Review Special Survey Series' will be published in October 1994 and will focus on the Greek
taDdilas and ready made garments indusby.
Tradlllonlll_textiles have been one of the strongest sectors of Greek industry. Even today they stand second, after food, in the
conlrtbuliori to exports. But much of Greece's competitive advantage was in low wages and this has been lost to Far Eastern and
Olher emerging i1dustrialised countries.
The GnNik t.ex111e Industry now must look to quality to make its mark abroad and that requires investment to install up to date
ecppment. It also must look to expanding the ready-made market which has the advantage of providing more added value within
the country.
The .t1alllivlly reaaarched report will examine the amnt issues, the major players and their policies. The emphasis Is on hard
fiCt but there will be also intl8rpretation and analysis.
Read by senior deciaion makers worldwide and 8l1jc¥ng a Vf1fY long circulation life, this uvey wiU provide advertisers with an
- · · - rnedkm for high quality u colour adwrtlai1g.
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